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Briefly 
New image for LAG A: 
More and more heter- 
osexuals are joining the 
Lesbian And Gay Alliance 
to profess their support of 
gay rights. 
See page three. 
Ash proposes change: 
Bowling Green Police 
Chief Galen Ash presented a 
proposal at Wednesday 
night's city-university re- 
lations meeting which 
would require many stu- 
dents who are cited to go 
through Standards and 
Procedures disciplinary 
procedures. 
See page four. 
Campus 
Open auditions: 
The Bowling Green State 
university theater depart- 
ment will have open audi- 
tions for "The Fourposter" 
at 7 p.m. Sept. 30 and Oct. 1. 
Callbacks will be at 7 p.m. 
Oct. 2. 
For more information call 
372-2222. 
Local 
Seasonal v. ildflowers: 
The Wood County Park 
District will offer the third 
in a series of wildflower 
walks entitled "wildflowers 
Through the Seasons." The 
walk will be at Wintergar- 
den Park in Bowling Green 
on Sunday, Oct. 6 from 2 to 3 
p.m. 
Call the Wood County 




Playboy Magazine is 
having a college fiction 
contest. First prize is $3,000 
and publication of your sto- 
ry in the Oct. 1992 Playboy. 
Submit an original, unpu- 
blished story with a maxi- 
mum length of 25 double 
spaced typed pages. Dead- 
line is Jan. 1,1992. 
Send with name, address, 
phone number and college 
affirmation on a three by 
five card to: Playboy Col- 
lege Fiction Contest, 680 N. 




Here are the Ohio Lottery 




The jackpot is $4 million. 
Kicker: 1-4-7-3-8-4 
Pick 3 Numbers: 9-9-9 
Pick 4 Numbers: 5-6-2-9 
Cards: Ace of Hearts 
'   Four of Clubs 
Ace of Diamonds 
. Six of Spades 
Weather 
Cloudy and cold: 
Today, variable cloudi- 
ness with a slight chance of 
showers. High in the mid 
50s. Chance of rain 30 per- 
cent. Tonight, partly cloudy 
and cold. Low in the mid 
30s. Chance of precipitation 
20 percent. 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 
'It's a victory for students' 
Door-to-door voter registration policy reversed 
by Kirk PaveUch and J.C. Kohlstrand 
Members of Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment's "Campus Coalition" will now be allowed to 
register students to vote door-to-door in residence 
halls, in a supn.se announcement Wednesday by 
Vice President of Student Affairs Mary Edmonds. 
Reversing an earlier decision, Edmonds 
released an interim policy which will allow door- 
to-door registration efforts through Oct. 7. 
"Its a victory for students," said Scott Ziance, 
Republican Ward One city council candidate. 
Ziance had been "written up" for door-to-door 
registration efforts in Founders Quadrangle ear- 
lier in the week, but the University will no longer 
pursue the matter, according to Bob Arrowsmith, 
associate vice president of student affairs. 
The new interm policy will allow door-to-door 
efforts between 1 and 9 p.m. until Oct. 7. Student 
Affairs will require a list of persons participating 
and letters of authorization for each, and male re- 
gistrars walking through all-female halls must be 
accompanied by a female escort and vice-versa. 
Arrowsmith indicated amendments similar to 
the interim policy will be made to Appendix Q of 
the Student Code, which defines the University's 
canvassing policy. The change should take place 
this spring, when Student Affairs usually plans 
such revisions. 
USG President Mike Sears said a committee will 
be formed bv USG to ensure the Dolicy become 
a permanent part of the University's Student Code. 
Explaining the decision, Arrowsmith said voter 
registration did not fit within the political canvass- 
ing guidelines. 
"We made a review of [the policy) and came up 
with the decision to move in this direction," he 
said. 
The move was apparently made after a meeting 
between Edmonds, other student affairs officials, 
and University President Paul Olscamp's office, 
although it is not clear which party initiated the 
meeting. 
"It was reconfirmed that it was Dr. Edmond's 
responsibility to address this situation," said Les- 
ter Barber, executive assistant to the president, 
when asked if such a meeting took place. 
Independent mayoral candidate Jim Tinker met 
with Barber earlier Wednesday to appeal the poli- 
cy again, but no indication was made of an im- 
pending change, Tinker said. About an hour later, 
in his student forum Olscamp said he empathized 
with students'concerns, but said if the policy was 
changed the University would have to allow all po- 
litical groups to canvass in residence halls. 
Olscamp was unavailable for comment after 
Edmonds decision was released at about 1:30 p.m. 
Ziance, also a co-coordinator of the voting coali- 
tion, said the decision to change the policy may 
have coincided with the amount of publicity it has 
See Reversal, page 4. 
Gutter Trash? n» BG Newi/nm Nomu 
Taking a break from being a reference librarian, Laurie Sabol reads the book Ball Four, by Jim Bou- 
ton, while sitting behind the Jerome Library Wednesday afternoon. Sabol said she was reading the 
book to mourn the ending of the baseball season and at the same time trying to enjoy "one of the last 
wonderful days of summer." Today's weather is expected to be partly cloudy with a high of 57. 
A point-by-point account of Wednesday's events preceding Edmond's 
announcement that persons may register campus residents doorto-door. 
Times are approximate. 
• 7:30 a.m.. The News breaks a story detailing the write-up" of 
Scott Ziance. city council candidate, on Sunday 
• 10 a.m.. The policy is discussed as USG President Mike Sears, "ice 
President of Student Affairs Mary Edmonds and University President Paul 
Olscamp break ground in a ceremony for the planned intramural field 
• 11:30 a.m.: Independent mayoral candidate Jim Tinker meets with 
Lester Barber, but is told the policy remains firm, according to Tinker 
• 12:30 p m. University President Paul Olscamp tells students at his 
open forum he empathizes with students who find the anti-canvassing un- 
fair, but says he fears a rush of requests for access to the residence haHs 
from a wide range of groups 
• 1:30 p.m.. USG President Mike Sears returns to his office and 
receives a call from Barber who explains that the decision rests in the of- 
fice of student affairs, led by Vice President Mary Edmonds Sears inter- 
prets this to mean there will be no change in the policy 
• 1:32 p m.: Edmonds calls the USG office on another phone, request- 
ing to see Sears 
• 1:33 p.m.: Associate Vice President of Student Affairs Mike Vetter 
sticks his head in Sears' office and indicates students will be allowed to 
register students to vote door-to-door, within certain times and by regis- 
tering first with the office of student affairs 
• 1 40 p.m.. Edmonds formally announces the policy change to Sears 
Creator of Cat 
in the Hat dies 
at the age of 87 
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Theodor Seuss Geisel, the master of rhyme 
and doodle who, as Dr. Seuss, wrote such whimsical children's clas- 
sics as "The Cat in the Hat" and "How the Grinch Stole Christmas," 
has died. He was 87. 
Geisel died Tuesday night at his home in La Jolla, his publicist said. 
He wrote and illustrated 47 books, selling more than 100 million cop- 
ies in 18 languages. He received a 1984 Pulitzer Prize for his contribu- 
tion to children's literature. 
His works seemed like journeys into nonsense, magical worlds of 
truffula trees, green eggs and ham, ziffs and zuffs and nerkles and 
nerds, where top-hattedcats run rampant through youngsters' homes 
while goldfish scold. 
But they often included subtle messages on issues important to him, 
from internationalism to environmentalist)!. 
In his 1986 book, "You're Only Old Once," Geisel came to grips with 
his own mortality. He subtitled the work "A Book for Obsolete Chil- 
dren," and described it as a book for adults in a children's format. 
An immediate best-seller, it took a satirical look at the medical 
profession through the eyes of an old man who has to be poked, 
prodded and examined during a stay in the Golden Years Clinic. He is 
confronted by an array of medical gadgetry capped by a mechanized 
pill drill and a patient assembly line. 
Geisel spoke for many a frustrated patient when he wrote: "When 
at last we are sure you've been properly pilled, then a few paper forms 
must be properly filled so that you and your heirs may be properly bil- 
led." 
Geisel was childless — after his first wife's death in 1967, he married 
Audrey Stone Diamond, a mother of two — but had an unrivaled gift 
for delighting children. 
Program helps to 
fight college costs 
by Aaron Dorksen 
administration reporter 
The Ohio Tuition Trust Authority has instituted new programs to 
help parents combat rising costs of a college education. 
OTTA was established in 1989 to attempt to ease the burden on par- 
ents by allowing them to pay for their children's education at today's 
prices. 
Maureen O'Brien, OTTA marketing director, said the program 
takes the risk out of paying for children s educations. 
"The beauty of the program is that parents can pay for four years of 
college tuition and fees at around $14,000 when by the year 2000 it could 
cost $40,000," O'Brien said. 
To make payments simpler, OTTA has instituted a new automatic 
payroll deduction plan which will make it easier than ever for parents 
to prepay tomorrow's college tuition. 
Starting this fall, OTTA customers can have tuition payments taken 
directly from their paychecks, O'Brien said. 
"This new means of purchasing the credits will make it easier for 
participants to make consistent payments each month," O'Brien said. 
"Parents on a tight budget will not have to worry as much about pay- 
ments because they will be deducted automatically." 
To take advantage of the payroll deduction option, employees must 
be enrolled in the Guaranteed Tuition Program and have an OTTA 
contract, O'Brien said. 
According to Barbara Jennings, OTTA executive director, "Payroll 
deduction has been one of the most frequently requested program im- 
provements, and OTTA is pleased to be able to offer this convenience 
since it will help families steadily build their tuition savings automat- 
ically." 
A family can purchase 100 tuition credits to guarantee one year of 
tuition and fees, and a maximum of 400 tuition credits can be pur- 
chased to ensure all four years of tuition and fees. 
Currently, a unit costs $35.50. 
In the event a child — after reaching the age of 18 — decides he or 
she does not want to attend college, the money can be refunded over a 
five-year period, O'Brien said. 
Opinion 
MATTHEW A. DANEMAN, EDITORIAI EDITOR.  372-6966. 
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Ethics: a needed lesson 
for business schools 
It has been a bad year for business. 
Never mind the recession — 
scandal has done more damage to 
banks and corporations in the past year 
than the forboding economic situation. 
First, the Bank of Credit & Com- 
merce International scandal — which 
involved high-ranking officals invest- 
ing in terrorism and drug dealing 
—reared its ugly head. Next, Japanese 
investment houses which sponsored il- 
legal paybacks that covered the losses 
of corporate clients splashed the pa- 
prazzi. And it seems banks may follow 
S&Ls into collapse for the same risky 
and illegal financial ventures. We are a 
nation and a culture primarily based on 
the Puritan work ethic and the idea 
that honest hard work brings the best 
rewards. And being a corporate execu- 
tive — a Lee Iaccoca or a Steve Jobs — 
is a goal for many. So why are so many 
symbols of the American Dream cut- 
ting corners and taking illegal short- 
cuts? 
According to a September article in 
Business Week, many such breeches in 
common business practices stem from 
the desire to keep a job in shaky eco- 
nomic times. "People are so desperate 
to keep their jobs that they act inap- 
propriately," said Michael Josephson, 
who heads the Joseph & Edna Joseph- 
son Institute of Ethics in California. 
Regardless of the reason for under- 
handed practices, corporations and un- 
iversities have attempted to make the 
business profession more honorable. 
Ethics reformations by larger cor- 
porations include adopting ethics 
codes, workshops, hiring ombudsmen 
and creating notlines for whistle- 
blowers. 
Business schools are also getting in- 
volved in the need for ethical behavior 
in the business world. The University of 
Michigan's bastion of knowledge re- 
cently implemented a pilot program 
requiring first-year MBA students to 
take an ethics class along with other 
non-traditional classes such as writing 
and leadership skills. 
Undeniably, implemented ethics 
programs can promote more responsi- 
ble businesspersons. However, in order 
for the programs not to be wolves in 
sheep's clothing, the moral conduct of a 
company must be followed by presi- 
dents and others at the top echelons. 
Currently, our own University does 
not require business majors to take an 
ethics class, although the University 
does offer a business ethics class 
through the philosophy department en- 
titled Business Ethics. 
James Sullivan, associate dean of the 
College of Business Administration, 
said ethics is taught in all business 
classes along with the subject materi- 
al. 
This is valid, but maybe the Univer- 
sity must take a stronger stance on the 
issue of business ethics. Too many peo- 
ple in our nation take white-collar 
crime too lightly. Millions of dollars 
are lost to embezzlement and shady 
business investments. Life savings are 
lost. And yet Wall Street bandits 
receive a few years' probation and are 
back on the street with their fortunes. 
When people hear about junk-bond 
king Mike Milken receiving $500 mil- 
lion for one year's work at Drexel 
Lambert, the message that he went to 
jail for his investment crimes gets kind 
of lost in the shuffle. 
Only by emphasizing the ethics and 
morals our society wants to both the 
Fortune 500 leaders and the small busi- 
nesspersons of tomorrow can we stop 
the Ivan Boeskeys from entering the 
business world. 
Voter registration reversal 
a late but vital victory 
The University has changed its 
mind. 
Sunday, Scott Ziance, co-coordinator 
of Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment's voter registration drive, was 
written up in Founders for trying to 
register voters. 
Or, to be specific, Ziance, who is also 
Republican candidate for the Ward One 
city council seat, was cited for "door- 
to-door political canvassing" in the res- 
idence hall. 
The Student Code defines canvassing 
as "activites which seel: to elicit voter 
support for individuals who are candi- 
dates for elective offices at the federal, 
state or local levels of government ana 
also for those individuals who are can- 
didates for campus-wide elective of- 
fices within the University communi- 
ty." 
Yet Vice President for Student Af- 
fairs Mary Edmonds' interpretation 
also put door-to-door voter registration 
under this umbrella. 
The only other part of the code which 
possibly pertained to Ziance's case was 
a prohibition against door-to-door soli- 
tat ion. Yet nowhere in the definition of 
solitication was voter registration ex- 
pressly prohibited. 
Ziance cried foul with his citation, 
denying he broke any part of Student 
Code. "We're not out to cause problems 
for anyone and we're not breaking any 
part or the student code," he said. 
Now, we know his plea did not fall on 
deaf ears. 
Edmonds — after much negative 
publicity — has reversed her decision, 
and Ziance and company are now al- 
lowed to register voters in residence 
halls, so long as they avoid campaign- 
ing for a particular candidate. And it's 
about time. 
It is a victory for Ziance, and proof 
positive that students — though we 
may have to fight harder than we 
should — car. be heard. It's also a vic- 
tory for ALL the candidates running — 
not just the student candidates. By 
stopping voter registration of students, 
the University administrators were 
preventing every candidate in the elec- 
tion from their fair share of votes. 
With increased student registration, 
the political process benefits. Every- 
one is given a chance to participate. 
Well, it's still an important victory. 
The ruling likely will have little ef- 
fect on the coalition's drive to register 
10,000 new voters, as the deadline for 
registration is Oct. 7. 
But the victory lies in the fact that 
the policy waschanged. Door-to-door 
registration in no way resembles polit- 
ical solicitation or canvassing for a 
particular candidate or cause. And 
thus it should not be rohibited as such. 
It is a victory for the student body. 
And a late victory is better than no vic- 
tory at all. 
to So_rM    ,e>v>-'iocc,U«qe_v^n. 
Fighting the Meany Factor 
Bush lacks domestic agenda, affairs of the heart 
George Bush has a problem - 
- with his image.that is. At least 
that's the impression the Demo- 
cratic presidential hopefuls will 
be trying to convey to the Ameri- 
can public as the '92 election 
draws near. But this won't be the 
first attack on George's image. 
If you recall, in the last election 
George had to overcome the 
"wimp" factor. Our esteemed 
Mr. Bush, however, was able to 
dispel those fears by making the 
courageous decision to annihilate 
a third world country. But this 
time the Democrats will focus on 
a different character trait of Mr. 
Bush's (much to the relief of 
other third world countries I-his 
alleged lack of compassion. 
I can already imagine what 
shape their artful strategy will 
take. They won't be so brazen as 
to use television commercials - 
c too obvious. Rather, they'll use 
innuendo to imply that George 
Herbert Walker Bush's back- 
ground prevents him from relat- 
ing to the American people. 
They'll emphasize the fact that he 
came from a wealthy family, at- 
tended an elite preparatory 
school (Andover) and an Ivy 
League university (Yale), and 
was a principal owner of an oil 
company (Zapata Oil). Yes, I can 
see it now. The Democrats will be 
speaking of a "compassion quo- 
tient". 
Personally, I don't know any 
rich people, but I really don t 
think that it's fair to impugn 
someone's reputation merely be- 
cause they came from the lap of 
luxury. Aristotle, for example, 
maintained those are precisely 
the people who ought to rule the 
masses. Something to do with 
good genes, I believe. 
However, a recent article in the 
New York Times did leave me 
wondering about Mr. Bush's 
"compassion quotient". 
The article dated Sept. 3 de- 
scribed the president's reaction 
to several peaceful demon- 
strations which took place while 
he was vacationing at his "ances- 
tral" home in Kennebunkport, 
Maine. The first demonstration 
was staged by AIDS activists who 
were protesting the Bush admin- 
Letters t<> ilie l-.clilor 
Wake up and smell 
the coffee, Bargdill 
The BG News: 
Mr. Bargdill, 
You are obviously a disillu- 
sioned and naive young man. 
After reading your col- 
umn/romantic poem. "Having a 
bad attitude sucks, I could do 
nothing but laugh. However, once 
my laughter subsided, I became 
angry because you gave me a 
romanticized description of a 
morning run and the "simple 
beauty that abounds throughout 
life" as excuses for ignoring 
problems which plague our soci- 
ety. 
While these beauties do, in- 
deed, exist, you seem to repre- 
sent a majority of the U.S. popu- 
lation who ignores social ills such 
istration's refusal to allocate 
more funds for AIDS research 
and for educating the American 
public about the disease. In re- 
sponse to media queries about the 
marchers during a press confer- 
ence, Mr. Bush haa this to say: 
"I'm in favor of compassion," 
then thoughtfully added, "To the 
degree the message (the demon- 
stration)  hit some  little mer- 
JOHN 
BERNARD 
chants in Kennebunkport on the 
best weekend possible and caused 
that person to close his doors, 
I...didn'tlikeit." 
Now who would ever say that a 
man who placed the interests of a 
few petty businesspeople and 
their weekend profits far above 
the lives of tens of thousands of 
Americans who are busy dying a 
slow and agonizing death while 
the government drags its feet in 
allocating funds for research, has 
a problem with compassion? 
The second demonstration was 
comprised of people who had lost 
their jobs as a result of the ongo- 
ing recession. Mr. Bush appeared 
a tad more sympathetic to the 
Slight of the unemployed than to 
lose who were busy dying (pos- 
sibly because dead people are 
underrepresented at the polls). 
When asked about the unem- 
ployed he replied, "That's one 
that hit home, because when a 
family is out of work, that's one I 
care very much about." 
Sounds compassionate enough, 
right? The mystery of course, is 
why. if Mr. Bush was so deeply 
touched by the plight of the 
unemployed (in July alone more 
than 300,000 out of work Ameri- 
cans exhausted their unemploy- 
ment benefits - the largest figure 
in 40 years), he would have killed 
a bill last month which would 
as racism, sexism and poverty. 
Steve, the point I'm making is 
that while we should, in fact, 
share life's "fantastic moments 
with family and friends," we are 
also going to have to deal with 
these problems with concrete so- 
lutions instead of empty rhetoric. 
Finally, I wanted to "check 
you" on another comment that 
you made. In all actuality, it is 
individuals such as yourself who 
are lazy because attitudes like 
Sours do nothing but perpetuate 
tese problems by "sweeping 
them under the rug," as opposed 
to accepting them and then start- 
ing to deal with them. So Steve, 
please, the next time you want to 
start tossing labels around, check 
the "man" in your mirror. 
Rolando L. Peterson 
Sophomore 
Psychology 
have extended benefits to the 
unemployed. To underscore his 
position, he announced to legisla- 
tors that he was committed to ve- 
toing any legislation that sought 
to extend unemployment benefits 
past the current 26 week limit 
(the 26 week limit, by the way, 
has been extended in past reces- 
sions by jirevious administra- 
tions, 1982-84 for example). 
As a supporting argument, Mr. 
Bush proclaimed that he had re- 
jected the aid package because 
he didn't want to "bust the bud- 
get." He went on to elaborate: 
One way to guarantee a less 
bright future," he sagely opined, 
"is to have the federal govern- 
ment keep on doing what often in 
the past has been done - reckles- 
sly spend money." 
No problem with compassion 
here. Though you might not have 
known that spending money, in 
order to lessen the personal 
trauma, apprehension and eco- 
nomic shock caused by layoffs 
and firings during a recession 
constitutes "recklessly spending 
money." 
I'm iust glad that no one took it 
upon themselves to inform Mr. 
Bush of the billions of dollars 
wasted on the Star Wars space- 
based missile program designed 
to protect the U.S. 
from...from...now who was it that 
was such a threat? I've forgotten. 
Or the billions in foreign aid that 
we shell out annually - payments 
whose sole purpose is to purchase 
support for the Bush administra- 
tion's half-baked causes in the 
U.N. 
No, I'm not going to rule out 
George Herbert Walker Bush in 
'92 merely because his aris- 
tocratic background places him 
at arm's length from the working 
people of America — that would 
hardly be fair now would it? But I 
do wonder from time to time 
about his capacity for compas- 
sion. 
John Bernard, a senior major- 
ing in liberal studies, believes 
that many of our current political 
problems could be resolved by 
designating broccoli as our 
national vegetable. 
Respond 
All readers are encouraged to 
express their views through let- 
ters to the editor and guest col- 
umns. Letters to the editor are 
generally 200-300 words in length. 
All letters must be signed and in- 
clude a telephone number, ad- 
dress or OCMB, class rank or oc- 
cupation, major and hometown. 
Please address all submissions 
to: 
The Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
Correct ion 
The table in the "Drive to 
register voters nears end" 
photo caption (Tuesday, 
September 24, The BG 
News) was misidentified as 
a Students To Elect A 
Mayor table. The table was 
actually used by the College 
Republicans. 
Campus 
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Heterosexuals back up LAGA 
by Chris Hawley 
general assignment reporter 
A gay friend of Janet Uhrick once called 
her "the only heterosexual with a coming- 
out-of-the-closet story." 
Uhrick, a fourth-year elementary educa- 
tion major, is vice president of the Lesbian 
And Gay Alliance, a local homosexual advo- 
cacy group upon which some people do not 
look kindly. 
"It's been difficult," said Uhrick. "Some- 
times I've felt a need to hide my in- 
volvement because people can't deal with 
it." 
But now, say Uhrick and LAGA's heter- 
osexual members, "gay-supportive" 
straights are making themselves known. 
LAGA counts a growing number of non- 
homosexuals among its members, and this 
year half of the group's leadership is heter- 
osexual, raising more than a few eyebrows 
both within and outside the gay community. 
Gay-supportive members say they be- 
came involved in the group for several 
reasons. Some began going to LAGA meet- 
ings to provide moral support for homosex- 
ual friends, and some became interested in 
the group through school research projects. 
Most heterosexuals who attend LAGA meet- 
ings come and go, say members, but some — 
like Uhrick — decide to stay. 
Uhrick said she attended her first LAGA 
meeting a year ago as a favor to a friend who 
had recently "come out" — revealed he was 
gay. 
Uhrick said she was nervous about attend- 
ing the meeting. 
I didn't know what to expect, or how the 
group 'ould react to me. But they were real- 
ly cool; they were glad to have support," she 
said. 
Uhrick said after the initial nervousness 
disappeared she still had many stereotypes 
but wanted to learn about homosexuality so 
she could be "the best friend possible." 
Soon, Uhrick said, "I was having so much 
fun that I decided to stay." 
Michelle Linet, a heterosexual and fourth- 
year environmental studies major, said her 
first contact with the group was through a 
LAGA panel discussion she attended as part 
of a psychology class. 
"The people were really open, really sup- 
portive of each other," Linet said. 
She, too, decided to join the group as a 
regular member. 
In the past year, gay-supportive members 
have been involved in all of the group's ac- 
tivities. Heterosexuals have staffed the 
LAGA phone helpline, served on discussion 
panels, worked to organize the AIDS Aware- 
ness film festival presented by UAO, and 
participated in Oct. 11 National Coming Out 
Day events. 
This year, Uhrick and Vilvi Vannak, LA- 
GA's treasurer, became the group's first 
heterosexual gay-supportive officers. 
Homosexual members said although ac- 
ceptance by the rest of the group came 
quickly, there were some hard feelings at 
"At first I was really annoyed. I mean, the 
group is called theLesbian and Gay Alli- 
ance," said LAGA member Stephanie 
Lynch. "But [the gay-supportive members] 
have put as much effort into the group as 
anyone else." 
"Now I think it's a wonderful beginning 
for integration," member Rawleign Em- 
mom said. 
Gay-supportive members agree. 
"We serve as a link," Linet said. "We can 
give the group the heterosexual view, maybe 
show them that not all people are homopho- 
bic." 
And the education works both ways, ac- 
cording to Vannak. 
"I hope that when people see me in a gay 
rights movement, they realize that you can 
be straight and still supportive," she said. 
See LAGA, page 4. 
Group strives to 
educate, support 
by Chris Hawley 
general assignment reporter 
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance is a non-profit, University- 
sanctioned organization founded as a support and advocacy 
group for persons concerned with homosexual issues. 
"Our main goal besides providing support and information is 
trying to educate people about homosexuality," LAGA President 
Amy Bahl said. "It's not just for homosexuals." 
LAGA members say their organization keeps no rolls, but 
meetings are usually attended by 20-30 people each week. The 
group tries to be as confidential as possible and only uses first 
names at meetings. Officers say the group has grown since its 
inception in the early 1980s. 
"It's met a lot of goals," Bahl said. "Now we take care of is- 
sues and do more active things." 
LAGA-sponsored University events include last year's AIDS 
Awareness film festival, volunteer panel discussions of homo- 
sexuality for classes and residence halls, a ribbon-tying project 
to mark National Coming Out Day Oct. 11, and an upcoming per- 
formance by comedy duo Romanovsky and Phillips. 
The group has also become more accessible, officers said. 
"LAGA was a very secretive group at first," vice president 
Janet Uhrick said. "You really had to work hard to find it." 
Now, Uhrick said, members encourage anyone interested or 
confused about homosexuality to contact the group. 
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* * * Remember to re-register if you * * * 
moved within the last year. 
Have a voice within the community! 
Congratulations to our 1991 Gamma Phi Beta 
Pledge Class Officers!!! 
President • Lauren White 
Vice President • Jamie Cope 
Treasurer • Gretchen Koenker 
Secretary • Donna Gilmore 
NMPC • Jen Hanna 
& Michelle Corcoran 
Sneak • Katie Murphy 
& Mindy Maynard 
Comm. Service • Lisa Marryott 
Spirit • Annette Burg & Mel Dalman 
Tiffany Fletcher & Laura Gustwiller 
Stacy Schindler & Kristen Schmenk 
PR (SOCIAL) • Laural Didham 
PACE • Jennifer Graham 
Philanthropy • Anna Muszynski 
Scholarship • Carrie Mc Intosh 
Songs • Tracey Susong 
Parlimentarian • Christy Dawson 
Historian • Amy Windle 




for your pre-appointed senior 
portrait session. Carl Wolf Studio is 
shooting senior portraits on a 
pre-appointed basis through Friday 
only. You should have received in 
the mail your presechuled date for 
your session. Simply be at The KEY, 
28 West Hall on that date, between 
10 a.m. and 6 p.m.; closed noon to 
1 for lunch. 
If you missed your pre-appointed date or didn't receive It In the mail, 
come to The KEY between now and Friday, we'll fit you in 
Any questions? Call 372-8086 
THELMA & LOUISE ARE BACK! 
Now's your chance 
to take 
Get-A-Life 101 
SUSAN SARANDON  GEENA DAT 
A RIDLEY SCOn FILM 
THELMA iLDUISE 
METRftGOLDWYN-MAYERm*™ 
.PERCY MAIN™.™. .RIDLEY SCOTT.,. SUSAN SARANDON GEENA DAVIS THELMA k LOUISE* 
HARVEY MITEL"S5 ELIZABETH McBRIDE""S HANSZIMMER.»»»DEAN0BRIEN«.CALL1EKHOURI 
JS THOM NOBLE "SEE NORRIS SPENCER .SS3SS .ADRIAN BIDDLE^ T CALLIE KHOURI 
"S RIDLEY SCOTUMIMI POLK ""1? RIDLEY SCOTT 
COMING TO A THEATER NEAR CAMPUS ON SEPTEMBER 27 
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Court blotter 
The following people were in- 
dicted by the grand jury in Wood 
County Common Pleas Court last 
week: 
■Tiffany Reynolds, Toledo, 
theft. 
■ Regina Blackshear, Toledo, 
theft, receiving stolen property. 
■Robert Burrows, 111 S. Sec- 
ond St., Portage, endangering 
children. 
■Joseph Hector, Mt. Clemens, 
Michigan, drug abuse. 
■Tony Davidson, Gillsville, 
Georgia, failure to appear. 
■Layfette   Upshaw,   Inkster, 
Police blotter 
■Three male subjects were ob- 
served carrying a couch down the 
middle of East Wooster Street 
west of South College Drive. The 
subjects were taking the couch 
from housing on-campus to off- 
campus housing, police said. 
■Jacqueline Goebel, 516 E. 
Merry St., #2, was cited for open 
container Sunday, police said. 
■Darla Shook, 516 E. Merry St., 
#2, was cited for open container 
Sunday, police said. 
■Kane Wadsworth, 516 E. 
Merry St., #2, was cited for open 
container Sunday, police said. 
■Donald Martin, Toledo, was 
Michigan, drug abuse. 
■Calipe Brown, Detroit, drug 
abuse. 
■Lewis A. Keith, Lima, drug 
abuse. 
■Anthony Johnson, 15681 Sil- 
verwood, drug abuse. 
■Grover Hunt, Toledo, grand 
theft. 
■Beatrice K. Benge, 1017 Bow- 
les a. Apt. 14, Maumee, theft. 
■Jimmie Duty, Jr., 29486 Mill- 
bury Rd., Millbury, burglary, 
breaking and entering, receiving 
stolen property. 
■John Jamck, 229 E. South. 
Wayne,   disseminating 
harmful to juveniles. 
matter 
■James C. Praisner, 115 Cran- 
PerrysDurg, den Dr., 6 unlawful 
possession of dangerous ordin- 
ance. 
In addition, bills of information 
were issued for: 
■Perry Stocks, 13831 Mermill 
Rd., Lot 56, Rudolph, escape. 
■Terri Simpson, 2893 Pickle 
Rd., Apt. 165, Oregon, passing 
bad checks. 
■ Raymond Worthington, 27695 
Tracy Road, Lot 450, Walbridge, 
aggravated assault. 
Ash proposes policy to 
provide fair discipline 
by Lucinda Robbing 
city reporter 
cited for open container Sunday, 
police said. 
■A Marco's pizza deliver- 
yperson reported someone had 
stolen a large pizza along with its 
carrier from his unlocked car 
while he was making a delivery 
Sunday. The items were valued at 
$40, police said. 
■Anthony George Manolatos, 
129 ^ E. Court St., was cited for 
driving under the influence Sun- 
day .police said. 
■Tricia Uleman, Mid diet own, 
was cited for underage drinking 
at Howards Club H, 210 N. Main 
BREAKING INTO TELEVISION COMERCIALS 
ATTENTION: Theatre and Broadcast Journalism 
majors or individuals with career goals 
in T.V. or Film 
'How to Audition 
'How to Find a Talent Agent 
'How to market yourself to talent agencies in Bowling Green 
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St.,  Saturday   morning,   police 
said. 
■Christine Donley, Napoleon, 
was cited for underage drinking 
at Howards Club H, 210 N. Main 
St., Saturday morning, police 
said. 
■Elton Bly, 818 Seventh St., #2, 
was cited for underage consump- 
tion Saturday morning. Bly ad- 
mitted to having six oeers and 
became abusive to the officer 
when he realized he was being 
cited, police said. 
■A resident of Frazee Avenue 
reported the top and doors of his 
Jeep had been stolen Saturday 
morning. The items were valued 
at $500, police said. 
■Thomas Huesman, Cincin- 
nati, was cited for open container 
Saturday, police said. 
■Chad Vranich, 114 S. Main St., 
#10, was cited for disorderly con- 
duct Saturday. Vranich was dis- 
turbing the peace due to a large 
party at his residence, police 
said. 
■Brian Archambeau, Perrys- 
burg, was cited for open con- 
tainer Saturday, police said. 
■Timothy Kennedy, Willowick, 
was cited for underage consump- 
tion at Howards Club H, 210 N. 
Main St., Saturday, police said. 
■ Heather Fitzgerald, 656 
Frazee Ave., #37, was cited for 
underage consumption at How- 
ards Club H, 210 N. Main St., Sat- 
urday, police said. 
Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash proposed 
a new student disciplinary policy at Wednesday's 
city-University-student relations committee meet- 
ing. 
The new system would give city police — like 
campus police — the option of referring students to 
Standards and Procedures. The student disciplin- 
ary functions would be in lieu of the court system 
for all students, Ash said. 
Ash said a group of law enforcement officials, 
including campus police, hopes to provide con- 
sistent and fair disciplinary policies for all stu- 
dents. He said the new system would be consistent 
throughout the community. 
"It won't matter if you're on one side of Wooster 
Street or on the other side of Wooster Street," Ash 
said. "Our policy for many years has been arrest 
as a last resort." 
This policy would equal the punishments for all 
students, he said. 
Ash could not list specific violations which would 
be automatically referred to Standards and 
Procedures. 
"We look at each case on an individual basis," 
Ash said. 
Lieutenant Dave Weekley of the campus police 
gave the example of a disorderly conduct citation 
as one instance in which students might be re- 
ferred to Standards and Procedures. 
However, on a second citation, students may 
prefer to go through the municipal court, because 
a second offense may qualify a student as a candi- 
date for expulsion. 
Weekley said this will put power behind the re- 
ferral because students may have to leave the 
University. 
Undergraduate Student Government President 
Mike Sears said the proposal is a good idea, but 
would require a great deal of work if Standards 
and Procedures were to handle the influx of off- 
campus arrests. 
More staff members and other adjustments 
would be needed for Standards and Procedures 
and the Student Court, Sears said. 
Sears said the addition of staff would require 
more money. 
Committee member Mike Marsh brought up the 
question of mixed parties with both students and 
residents and whether the punishments for possi- 
ble violations within this setting would be equal. 
In other business, committee member Mike 
Marsden brought up the question of the Prog- 
ressive Student Organization's "Funk the Police 
Party." 
Marsden passed out copies of the PSO's classi- 
fied advertisement in The News, and photocopied 
dictionary entries of the word "funk" with the en- 
tries highlighted. 
Mayor Edwin Miller and Municipal Administra- 
tor Colleen Smith said they have verified the valid 
existence of the group and talked with PSO 
leaders. 
Miller and Smith said the advertisement was not 
meant to offend anybody, and PSO leaders told 
them that "funk" was meant to encourage com- 
munication. 
LAGA 
Continued from page 3. 
Some in the group wince when 
heterosexuals mention gay 
rights. 
"Sometimes people feel like 
they're just looking for a cause," 
one member said. 
There are aspects of homosex- 
uality that heterosexuals simply 
can't relate to. members say. 
Heterosexual members say 
they are spared much of the ridi- 
cule and harrassment that homo- 
sexual members must deal with. 





D Continued from page 1. 
received. 
"I don't think it was a coinci- 
dence that the policy was 
changed today," he said. "I think 
[the administration] felt some 
pressure [from the students]." 
University officials would 
neither confirm nor deny if nega- 
tive publicity played a role in the 
decision. 
Kelly Warner, the other co- 
coordinator of the coalition, said 
the reversed decision was long 
overdue. "[Student Affairs] knew 
we were right all along but they 
were too stubborn to change the 
policy," she said. 
The coalition, which has been 
registering door-to-door for 
weeks in violation of the earlier 
policy, will increase their efforts 
now that the rules have been 
changed, Ziance said. 
On Wednesday, coalition offi- 
cials indicated that in past weeks 
Anderson, Bromfield, Compton, 
Darrow, Rodgers and Kohl Halls 
have already been covered by 
registration teams with as many 
as ten members, including Tin- 
ker. 
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Sears said with the drive near - 
ing its conclusion, the change 
came right when it was needed 
the most. 
"It's really great news," he 
said. "I wish it would have hap- 
pened sooner but we do still have 
a week left to register voters. It 
should add some enthusiasm to 
the drive." 
The campus coalition had set a 
goal of registering 10,000 students 
to vote, but has registered only 
2,000 on its own, officials have es- 
timated. 
"We hope everyone's going to 
be receptive," Ziance said. We 
fought really hard to get them 
treated as adults and to secure 
their right to vote." 
After a meeting of his city- 
University-student committee, 
Bowline Green Mayor Edwin Mil- 
ler said he was happy with the 
policy change. 
"I think that's excellent," he 
said. "You can go door-to-door to 
any [off-campus] house you 
want" 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
Thursday - 
Saturday 
Sept. 26 - 28 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Moi.-Sil.:     Noon 'til 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday:    2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
USE YOUR UHLMANS CHARGE  Visa  MasterCard  American Express 
... CLIP AND SAVE! ————_:— I 
Elsewhere 





(AP) — Alpine trekkers dis- 
covered a mummified body 
in a glacier, and a scientist 
said today that it is about 
4,000 years old. 
Local police had initially 
estimated the age of the 
body at 500 years. However, 
a bronze ax and a stone 
knife found with the body 
helped to date it to the early 
European Bronze Age, said 
Konrad Spindler, a Univer- 
sity of Innsbruck scientist. 
The mummy would allow 
researchers for the first 
time to "form an exact pic- 
ture of life in the early 
Bronze time," said Spin- 
dler, of the university's In- 
stitute for Early History. 
Scientists could study the 
stomach's contents and 
other organisms on the 
body, he said. 
Hikers stumbled across 
the body in a glacier last 
Thursday in Austria's Tyrol 
mountain region at an ele- 
vation of about 10,000 feet. 
Researchers flew back to 
the site today to begin a de- 
tailed archaeological 
search, Spindler said. 
The body, which has been 
flown to Innsbruck, shows 
injuries on the back and 
head. Spindler said the man 
appeared to be between 20 
and 40 years old. He was 
dressed in winter clothing of 
leather and fur stuffed with 
hay. 
Tattoos in the form of 
crosses and lines were 
found on the corpse's skin, 
but their significance was 
not immediately clear, 
scientists said. 
Moose shot and killed      Kidnapped Akron 
girl returns home Incident worries animal rights groups, citizens BOSTON (AP) - Gov. William F. 
Weld has asked state environ- 
mental officials to explain why 
they shot and killed a moose that 
wandered into a suburban neigh- 
borhood over the weekend. 
"I don't understand why they 
couldn't have shot a tranquilizer 
at the moose," Weld said Tues- 
day. "I really don't." 
Environmental police shot the 
700-pound animal after it wan- 
dered into a Natick back yard on 
Sunday. Officials said they feared 
that the animal would charge into 
a crowd that gathered around it 
before the tranquilizer would 
take effect. 
Dr. Steven Williams, an assis- 
tant director at the state De- 
partment of Fisheries and Wild- 
life, said Tuesday that it would 
take about 15 minutes before a 
tranquilizer would subdue the 
animal. 
"It was a question of public 
safety. Do you risk public safety 
or do you destroy an animal? 
Williams said. 
But Weld, himself a hunter and 
fisherman, questioned that as- 
sessment. 
"I don't know what the rules of 
engagement there are. But when 
they tranquilize an elephant, the 
elephant sits down in five seconds 
ana is asleep," Weld said. 
The governor said he has asked 
Environmental Affairs Secretary 
Susan F. Tierney to check out the 
shooting, but refused to charac- 
terize his actions as a formal 
probe. 
"It was a question of 
public safety. Do you 
risk public safety or 
do you destroy an 
animal?" 
—Dr. Steven Williams, 
wildlife expert 
"It isn't an investigation. I just 
want to know why tney couldn't 
have tranquilized it," Weld said. 
Calls of protest came from as 
far away as Los Angeles after the 
story and a video of the shooting 
were broadcast on national tele- 
vision. 
The moose had been watched 
and photographed by dozens of 
children as it ate grass for nearly 
four hours before an environmen- 
tal police sharpshooter killed it 
with three shotgun blasts. 
Children burst into tears and 
hid their faces when the animal's 
legs crumpled, and some adults 
shouted angrily at law enforce- 
ment officials. 
Many protesters also suggested 
the animal should have been 
drugged and returned to the wild. 
"I would call it an execution. 
They murdered that moose," said 
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Kathy Fournier, one of several 
witnesses who complained to the 
Massachusetts Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 
"We're all devastated. We real- 
ly liked the moose," she said. 
"There was a little squirrel there 
on the fence next to him, and one 
of the kids said, 'Oh, look. Rocky 
and Bull winkle.'" 
Telephoned complaints were 
received Monday by Natick 
police, the Department of Fisher- 
ies and Wildlife, the MSPCA and 
the Animal Rescue League of 
Massachusetts. 
Natick police had said the ani- 
mal was shot because it was 
diseased, but Williams said he 
could not confirm that. 
The moose's body was taken to 
the Natick landfill, but the 
MSPCA assistant director of law 
enforcement, Capt. Robert Fen- 
nessy, said that organization was 
trying to recover the body for 
tests. 
He said the wildlife department 
did not break any animal cruelty 
laws. "This doesn't appear to be a 
violation of the law, just a public 
relations disaster," he said. 
Public cries of protest were 
also heard two years ago when a 
large young moose that had wan- 
dered into Dedham and Wes- 
twood was tracked down on a 
Route 128 median strip and was 
shot and killed. Authorities said it 
posed a traffic hazard. 
An animal protection group in- 
vestigated that shooting by envi- 
ronmental police, and said that it 
felt proper action had been taken. 
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(single or double) 
ANY 2 SUBS 
  Hand Spun or Pan Pizza 
Mj(J\ One Coupon Per Otter 
353-0044 
SINGLE LARGE PIZZA 
Cheese and 1 item 
$5.95 
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AKRON (AP) — A 9-year-old 
Summit County girl who alleged- 
ly was kidnapped is back with her 
family and frying to put her or- 
deal behind her, the family said. 
Jessica's return wasn't exactly 
normal. She arrived at Lakeview 
Elementary School Wednesday 
morning in a limousine, provided 
by a local limousine company, 
her father said. 
Her father said there was no 
way to describe how the family 
felt when they found out Jessica 
was safe. 
"We're just thankful that her 
guardian angel was watching 
over her," he said. 
Jessica had been reported 
missing Monday about 3:20 p.m. 
after a friend found her bicycle 
abandoned two blocks from her 
house,  Summit  County Sheriff 
David Troutman said. 
Police arrested James E. Hat- 
cher on Tuesday about 11 a.m. 
when they saw his car at a 
Doylestown store. The girl was 
found unharmed in the front seat 
of the car. 
Hatcher, 42, who has no known 
address, was charged with one 
count of kidnapping, police said. 
Arraignment was scheduled for 
Friday. Conviction on the felony 
count could carry a maximum 
penalty of 25 years in prison, said 
Linda Wurzbacher of the Summit 
County prosecutor's office. 
After Hatcher's arrest Tues- 
day, Jessica was taken to Akron 
Children's Hospital but was 
quickly released. Police and doc- 
tors don't believe she was 
molested, Troutman said. 
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CMMO€ TRIP ! 
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down flusoble River 
in Mio. Michigan! 
September 27-29 (Fri-Sun) 
| Depart Friday 5 pm *49 covers 
tents and transportation 
Sign up now in the GAO office, 3rd floor 
Union. For more info call 372-2343 
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takes a look at 
PRIVATE EYES 
Bowling Green 
MIS and Computer Science 
degree candidates... 
Society Information Technology Reruiters will be conducting 
interviews on Wednesday & Thursday, October 30 & 31. 
A group of staff members will be available during a SPOTLIGHT 
SESSION to answer questions about Society Corporation and its 
Information Technology Group. 
Please join us for this informal gathering on Tuesday, October 29, at 
7:00 pm at the Placement Services Center. 
Society 
CORPORATION 
Society Corporation's Management, located in downtown Cleveland,  has entry 
level openings for Programmer/Analysts and offers: 
• diverse challenging opportunities, 
• a progressive, varied technological environment 
• competitive salaries, and 
• an extensive benefit package. 
Society is a 140 year old. S16 billion regional bank holding company known for its 
strong financial posture and aggressive growth and deployment of information 
technology.  Society places emphasis on: 
• attracting and training quality employees, 
• providing continual training & education, and 
• planning career paths advancement. 
For more inlorrthiiKHt COfMM' 
IU . nm ruffing > oorairuNor. soneiy Management company. 
202s Ontario. S4.\th 11,. >/ < bvefend ortto4*iis 
" Th. Bank Thai Sp«<l.llz.s In You. " 
Visit Society's Display At Th* Caroar Expo, October •th. 
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Injured back curtails Falcons 
by Matt Schroder 
sports editor 
Much attention was given to the 
return of the running game when 
the football season began. 
With junior LeRoy Smith, and 
sophomores Zeb Jackson and 
George Johnson, the Falcons 
may have the best trio of young 
tailbacks in the Mid-American 
Conference. 
And in its first six quarters of 
play this year, Bowling Green 
was running through defenses 
like they weren't there. The Fal- 
cons posted 181 yards against 
Eastern Michigan and 106 yards 
in the first half alone at West Vir- 
ginia. 
Then something went wrong. 
In the third quarter against the 
Mountaineers, senior fullback 
Scott Lindsey injured his ankle 
and the BG running attack hit the 
skids. 
Falcon runners managed just 
12 yards in the second half at 
WVU and 162 against a Cincinnati 
team which allowed BG 286 yards 
last year. 
The off-week before the Bear- 
cats game was supposed to help 
heal Bowling Green's injuries — 
it wasn't enough to get Lindsey's 
foot into playing shape. 
"We're hoping Lindsey will be 
back for the Navy game," head 
coach Gary Blackney said. "He's 
got full clearance though he's still 
not at 100 percent." 
In his place, the Falcons have 
inserted Jackson as the fullback 
in the I-formation. But at 5-11,185 
Siunds, Jackson doesn't possess 
e physical capabilities of a true 
fullback. 
"Zeb filled in pretty well as far 
as what he's capable of doing," 
Blackney said. "But you can't get 
into the power type offense like 
you can with Lindsey in there." 
Moving over from the safety 
position where he played in 1990, 
Lindsey looked more comfortable 
on every play while he was in the 
game. That was most evident on 
a 44-yard run at West Virginia in 
the second quarter. The run set 












HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
Events: 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 
Charity POKER RUN 
For M.S./U.G.L.Y. Bartender Contest 
Registration 11:00 a.m. 
Starts: 12:30 p.m. • until 5:00 p.m. 
PIG ROAST 
Starts: 6:00 p.m. 
$3.00 a plate 
FEATURING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT BY: 
HOT LIX 
Starting at 8:00 p.m. 
* Call 352-9951 for details * 
EAT   AT 
SPOT'S 
352-SPOT 
125 E. COURT ST. 
BOWLING  GREEN, OHIO 
HOURS: 
M-T 11 AM-2 AM 
F-S 12 PM-2:30 AM 
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up BG's first touchdown of the 
game. 
When the team lost last 
season's fullback Jim Howell to 
graduation, the search began 
right away in spring drills for his 
successor. 
"I think based on what you saw 
Saturday indicated that we're 
still not pleased with the devel- 
opment of our fullback position," 
Blackney said. "I've always gone 
by the philosophy that you put 
your best 11 players on the field at 
any one time. 
"Part of coaching is then ask- 
ing those 11 to do what they're 
capable of doing. And that's what 
we're doing with Zeb Jackson," 
the coach added. 
Blackney stated the key to im- 
proving the ground game right 
now is to take some pressure off 
Smith. He believes the Bearcats 
keyed on him and did a good job 
of controling him. 
"I would have done the same 
thing if I we're a defensive coach 
against us," Blackney said. 
In order to get the fullback po- 
sition back in gear, the Falcons 
are hoping the return of Lindsey 
will pay dividends. Junior Tony 
Lee, who was injured all of last 
year, could figure into the picture 
as well. 
Falcon notes: Linebacker Artie 
Mangharn enjoyed a 14-tackle 
day vs. Cincinnati on Satur- 
day...Linebacker Mike Calcagno 
posted a career-high in the tackle 
department, stopping 17 Bearcat 
runners (10 solos) and intercept- 
ing a pass...Tight end Brett 
Landman caught the second TD 
pass of his career vs. 
UC..Quarterback Erik White 
ranks second in the Mid- 
American Conference in passing 
efficiency behind Ohio's Tom 
Dubs...Wide receiver Mark 
Szlachcic has caught at least one 
pass in 16 consecutive 
games...Wide receiver Ronnie 
Redd has caught four passes this 
season, two for touchdowns. 
Langhorne back 
with Cleveland 
by Chuck Melvin 
AP sports writer 
BEREA, O. — Receiver Reggie Langhorne patched up his dif- 
ferences with coach Bill Belichick and returned to the Cleveland 
Browns' practice field Wednesday after missing two practices 
and a game in a dispute over playing time. 
"I think I can play in this league another three or four years, 
and I'm not going to do anything that would jeopardize my ca- 
reer," Langhorne said during a break in practice. "I've never 
caused any problems here and I've never had a problem with 
any head coach. By no means whatsoever do I think it'll happen 
again." 
Langhorne's 162 catches during the past three seasons were 
the most by any Browns receiver. But nis contract holdout this 
summer cost him his job as a starter, and his lack of playing 
time in Cleveland's first few games irritated him so much that 
he skipped practice and asked Belichick to trade him last Thurs- 
day. 
Belichick declined to trade him and instead chose to leave 
Langhorne behind when the Browns traveled to East Ruther- 
ford, N.J., for Sunday's game against the New York Giants. At 
Belichick's request, langhorne then stayed away from practice 
Monday until the two were able to work out their differences in a 
meeting Tuesday. 
Neon Deion back with Braves 
ATLANTA (AP) — Two-sport 
star Deion Sanders sped to the 
rescue of the Atlanta Braves on 
Tuesday and rejoined the team in 
its drive for the NL West title. 
Just two days after he had an 
interception in the Atlanta Fal- 
cons' 21-17 victory over the Los 
Angeles Raiders, Sanders was 




Tues. - Greek Night 
Wed. - KARAOKE Night 
Daily Happy  Hour Drink Specials 
iARl 
PIZZA PUl 
r« HOST run you yt tui« HM 
WITH VOUH ClOTHCS ON! 
Delivery Special 
Buy any large pizza and 
receive an identical 
small for FREE 
Marks exp 10/10/91 
In House Special   I 
Large 1-ltem Pizza $6  ! 
with a FREE order of  I 
Breadsticks 
Mark's exp 10/10/91 
I IIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Doesn't want you to 
miss your chance to see the 
worst movie of all time! 
Bela Lugosi's last film! 
Plan 9 From Outer Spoce 
«.„„„  This weekend! 
ANIMAL wmm 
8:00 only 
S1.50      210 MSC 
Free 
10:00 & midnight 
S1.50       210 MSC 
form for Tuesday night's game 
against the Cincinnati Reds. 
Sanders, a cornerback, also 
plays outfield for the Braves. 
Sanders hit .193 with four home 
runs, 13 RBIs and nine stolen 
bases in 49 games for the Braves 
before leaving for football train- 
ing camp on July 31. 
He was added to the Braves' 
active roster "for.the remainder 
of the season," team spokesman 
Jim Schultz said. 
Schuerholz, at a news confer- 
ence before Tuesday's game, said 
Sanders would be in uniform for 
nine of the Braves' final 12 
games. He said Sanders would 
miss this weekend's three-game 
series in Houston. 
"We had talked with other 
clubs trying to acquire a speed 
guy," Schuerholz said. "We de- 
cided if Deion wanted to do it, as 
he said he did, we'd go ahead and 
give him the opportunity. 
"I spoke to (Falcons president) 
Taylor Smith as a courtesy. I 
called to tell him, and he just said 
he appreciated our calling." 
"We just hope he doesn't get 
hurt and we want him to keep fo- 
cused on football," Smith said in 
a statement. "We've got a big 
game coming up this weekend 
i-Vy 




1091   N. Main SI. 
352 ?«30 
SOUTH 




1602 E. Wootlcr Si. 
352 3443 





PockSi 49 PICKS 1 49 
Carton $14 52 Carton $14 83 
OENERICS 
Pack-Si .31 
IOO all 31 




Carton $9 73 
100'a Carton-Si3 07 100a Carton $9 99 
Play the Lottery 
at all 
*    Barney's 
Locations 
CHARGE IT' ^SOGAI^OH-V °'dc" 5" 
VIDEO 
North 354   1401 
1093 N. Main  Si. 
Sooth 3531972 
998 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
No membership required 
Rent one movie 
or 
Nintendo game 
Get One Free! 
__Exp:    10/3/91 
against an undefeated division 
rival." 
"I was excited," Sanders said 
as he was reunited with his base- 
ball teammates. "They were ex- 
cited. My face lit up like a 
Christmas tree when they saw me 
and accepted me." 
Braves manager Bobby Cox 
said Sanders wilfbe used "mostly 
as a pinch runner, but knowing 
Deion it doesn't take him long to 
get anything back." 
Sanders will play for the Fal- 
cons Sunday when they play host 
to New Orleans. The Falcons are 
off the following weekend, when 
the Braves close out the regular 
season. 
Sanders will be paid on a pro- 
rated basis based on his $150,000 
salary for the final two weeks, 
Schuerholz said. 
"It doesn't make a whole lot of 
sense," said Barry Axelrod, San- 
ders' agent for baseball negotia- 
tions. "Deion hasn't swung a bat 
in nearly two months; I m not 
sure how helpful he could be to 
the Braves, other than defense or 
pinch-running." 
£?« 
)W- Bowl 'IT Greenery 
All you Can Eat 
11:30 - 2:00 $3.99 
4:00 - 7:00 $4.50 
• Soup 'n' Salad 
• Hot Entrees 
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream 
• Choice of Beverage 
Located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students | 
. Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students. 
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209 N.SUPERIOR STREET 
p:     Superior at Jellirson 
naEMHIll 
Sunday "NOW" 
18 and Older 
Classified 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1991 The BG News PAGE SEVEN 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
" 80 UnrtereHy Y " 
Oroenuetlonai Meeting a Open Home 
TONIOHTI 
9 00 pm. Community Suite 
For more mro Mlchees Freenty 362-6726. 
• • Attention HNS Ma|ors • • • 
ASM Happy Houe at MT Muge 
Friday. Sept 27 59 pm 
 Everyone welcome'         
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
Membership Drive   9 30-3 30 
Sept 3-27       Frt Sept 27 LAST DAY! 
Buelnesa end Metn'Science BuUdMge 
AND 
ICE CREAM SOCIAL 
Tnurs Sept 26. 1-4pm 
 Union Oval        OPEN TO ALL'  
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
HAPPY HOURS" Photogrephe - 6-Spm Mem- 
D.i-S SI   •■■ Nonmn-noers »l 50  
Concert of Christian Music Man* Herrte- Re- 
cording ertjst. at UCF Center (comer of Ridge 
and Thuretm) Sunday. Sept 29 et 6 pm. All 
students welcome I 
Freshman Off Campus University 8tudenta 
FOCUS 
Win meet Oct 2 at 1 30 
Room 400 Moeeley Hen 
 Be a part irom the start!I"  
KEY VOLUNTEERS 
There will be a volunteer meeting Tuesday. Oc- 
tober 1 at at 7 30   Stories #4 be assigned at 
that time Instead ol Wednesday 
Lesbian And Gay Alliance 
There will be aL.A.Q.A. meeting tonight, Sept 
26. at 8pm. at the UCF center (located at the 
corner ol Thuratln & Ridge Streets I The meet- 
ing is open to ail gay. lesbian and gay- 
supportive people All meetings ere discrete. 
REGGAE SOCA *rth THE ARK Jom the posse 
lor Rosie . 'Only Jan Know', etc Inns roots 
style Thurs . Sept 26. Easy Street 
Russian convereetlon and Culture Club meet- 
ing tonight at 0:00pm, room 116 Shsiisi Hall. 
Questions? Cell Oalye: 372-1408 or S.rHs 
353-3309. 
Women In Communications. Inc meets 7.30 
pm Sept 28mll8BA Nancy Douglas Pub- 
K Relations Coordinator at Charter Hospital wa) 
speak on "Where do you want to be in rive 
years? How to make the career move that's 
right tor you." 
LOST & FOUND 
Found    1   eernng at ATM et University    Cel 
669-4219 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Are things growing in your tub and are they 
moving? Does your kitchen shU erne* Ike lest 
night's keg? Or are you fairly neat but don't 
have time to realty dean? Let me help- m clean 
your house or apt 
Experienced & reasonable rates 
Karris 354-2204. leave message 
Lei ua compose, edit, or simply type those lobe 
you don't have time to do Complete word pro- 
cessing, composition and resume service Free 
pick- up and delivery 
The Editing Edge Phone/fax 865-7652 
LSAT • ORE ' QMAT 
Before you take the test, cal the expert Local 
classes   forming   now    Kaplan   Educational 
Center   CaM lor Oetarts   538 3701 
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy teats and sup- 
portive services   Confidential   BG Pregnancy 
Center Cal354-HOPE 
REGISTER TO VOTE 
11 00-5 00 Union Foyer 
9 00-5 00 Union Oval 
•PrMMU' 
-PHIMU PHIX-UP 1991 * 
" PHI MUPHIXUP 1991" 
"PHIMUPHIX-UP 1991" 
"JUST TWO MORE DAYS'' 
• "SrQMACHI' - ■ 
Would Ike to congratulate 
Bother of the Month 
TtmDedlk 
For Mis exceptional effort a 
INHOCSMQNOVINCES 
• Qimmi PM Beta Loves Our Pledges ■ 
' Qimmi PM Beta Lovee Our Pledgee ' 
* Qamrna PM Beta Loves Our Pledget * 
" CHRIS THOMSON" 
Hay Loverboy. the BK3 21 « fLnaty hare* No 
more height trtck or robbing the cradle I can't 
wait to celebrate thla special with you. 
Lova Always. 
Leigh Merchant 
"'Attention MIS Meiers*" 
ASM Happy Hours at M T Muge 
Friday, Sept 27 5-9 pm 
Everyone welcome1 
""Betaa"** 
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi would Ike fo 
congratulate Dave Gagner on being elected 
USG Senator 2 years In a row Great jot> Dave1 
•'•'BttB*"" 
*KD" KD" KO* KD" 
Ul Tina Armstrong. 
I'm so exerted to have you aa my little We are 
gonna have a great year' 
Love-Big Klmberty 
*PWMU" PHIMU* 
Who are the moat awesome PLEDGES at BG? 
Those new PN Mu'a • That's who*1 We love our 
Phis ■ you guys are doing a fantastic fob" 
Lova. Your Sisters! 
•HI MU * PH. MU • PHI MU 
The Sisters of PN Mu would late to welcome our 
new transfer sisters - Laurel Schrider. Margie 
Wieiame and  Julie  Schulkar   >   welcome   to 
BGSU' We're so glad you're here" 
*PHI MU ' PHI MU* 
•PHIMU" 
'PHIMUPHIX-UP 1991 • 
GET PSYCHED FOR A SWEET TIMEI 
•PHIMUPHIX-UP 1991* 
•PHIMU* 
AGO * AGD • AGD * AGO • AOD ' AGO 
Thanks to Amy Reimersms and Ann Maria Lig- 
gett for finishing the housing report' Your sta- 
ters appreciate your two work and dedication' 
AGD * AGD ' AGD ■ AGD ■ AGD 
Congratulations to Heather Lose. Leigh Mer- 
chant and Maggie Veverka on making It to the 
20 finalists for the 1991 Homecoming Queen1 
Good Luck! 
AGO ' AGD * AGD ■ AGD * AGO 
Alpha Angela are having an information night 
Thursday. Sep 26th at 9 p m In the Mac Eaat 
1st floor conference room Al met are inter- 
ested ere welcome Come and get to know ua 
on a personal level! 
Alpha Phi • Kelly Brunti ■ Alpha Phi 
i Love my Forget Me-Not' Have a great week 
Love, Your Alpha Phi Slater. Jen 
AXO'AXO'AXO   -JENI   RYDER   •   AXO'AX- 
O'AXO 
The Sisters ot Alpha Chi Omega would like to 
congratulate Jent Ryderon her recent iavaiier- 
•ng to OU Jaeon Heimbrecht of Case Western 
Reserve University Best Wishes to you both' 
AXO * OU * AXO * OU * AXO * DU * AXO 
Csll DIBenedetlos Pests 
Delivery Hot Line 362-4.563 
Congratulations to Veronica Pillars on her re- 
cent Gamma PN • Phi Kappa Psi lavalianng to 
Todd Fox 
Congratulations to Marcos & Carman on your 
engagement Best wishes and happiness' 
Rodgers Start 
dBATTENTION OMEGA PHI ALPHA 
COMPOSITES' 
PLACE ALUMNI ROOM. UNION 
TIME   11 00 AM TO 3 00 PM 
Any questions cal Jenny 372-5146 
First Annual 
GLOBAL AWARENESS DAY 
Women for Women • PSO • EIG • 
WSA   SETA   REACH OUT   AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL ■ WOODCHUCK • PEACE 
COALITION • LSU 
Thursday Sept. 26 
10am to 4 pm 
Union Oval 
MUSIC 
OET PSYCHED PHI MU GET PSYCHED PHI 
MU 
MARIO 
Wei rw wa are on Day #4 
I guess rts stout time I (old you some more 
I Rva in the old room ol my awesome BIG 
But now she has another gig 
P S Go to room 304 et 6 30 on Friday for your 
last clue ot the week' 
MARTHA 
OET PSYCHED PHI MU OET PSYCHED PHI 
Interested m becoming e Big Sister? Jom Cam- 
pua Sisters For more into cal M*ch»n*i at 
2 4200 or TVie 2 1318 
INTRAMURAL   ENTRIES   DUE    MEN'S   FLAG 
FOOTBALL - OCT   2. WOMEN'S FLAG FOOT- 
BALL ■ OCT.3. FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY 
BOCT   7   ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 pm ON DUE 
DATE IN 106 REC CENTER 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED ICE 
HOCKEY - APPLY BY SEPTEMBER 27. FLAG 
FOOTBALL APPLY BY OCT 2 MANDATORY 
CLINICS   APPLY IN 10B SRC  
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FLAG 
FOOTBALL APPLY BY OCTOBER 2. ICE 
HOCKEY - APPLY BY SEPT 27 MANDA 
TORY CLINIC FOR ALL SPORTS FILL OUT 
APPLICATIONS IN 106 REC CENTER 
KAPPA   DELTA   UL    KELLY   LUCAS   KAPPA 
DELTA 
I'm so exciled that you're my little' 
Welcome to the bast KD lam-fy1 
Love m Kappa Delta. BIG TAMMY JOHNSON 
KD Grand Ul Anassa KD 
Its greet to have you m our tamMy1 
You're awesome' 
KD love ■ Grand B>g Pauls 
KOLIIKImKlmMeKO 
I'm so glad you're a part ot our farnty 
Hope you're e»cited for an awesome year with 
KD 
Love Your Big. 
Andrea Parker 
KDKDKDKDKDKDKO 
Continued on p. 8 
* 
^ 
o*D TO S°ct 
Senator Opening 




Your comenlMe In the 
Homecoming Parade 
October 17? 
CaH the UAO Office at 2-2143. 
Campus 
Pollueues 
440 € Court 
3529638 
September Special of The 
Month 
Small Cheese i 
Pizza 
$1.59 
offer inside only 




♦ OPEN ♦ 
MONDAY   FRIDAY 
4:30-6:30 
McDonald Annex 





University Food Operations 
372-2771 
SOME DRAFTS NEED 
NO IMPROVEMENT. 
INTRODUCING 0 N GENUINE mMuwmiwmnwm^mmomimumM 
€ 1901 The Stroh Brewery Co 
Classified 
PACE EIGHT The BG News THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1991 
Continued from p, 7 
KD LIL NADINt KO 
GET PSVCHEO FOB A GREAT »EAR' 
LOVE 
BIG TAMMY 
KD SUE PETIT KD 
Lor* forward to lun and excitement as an awe 
some Btg-n-LJ team 
Love Your Big. 
Krtsty Outcalt 
KOKDKDK0KOK0K0 
KO AOT KO AOT KO AOT 
Mpj i "i IHf til n MM   '"'''' 9-2291' 
KD AOT KD AOT KD AOT 
KD ' KAPPA DELTA ■ KD 
UT Jenny Buckey 
You are en awesome Lil 
I'm so otaO you're mine 
Get exerted for a greet year1 
KD love A mme. 
Big Jennifer 
KO " KAPPA DELTA' KD 
KD ' Kappa Delta ■ KD 
To my little Jen- 
We are now about to begin. 
Our adventure in KD 
Together we wril always be. 
Big Amy and bl Jen. 
Forever Sisters, again and again 
love Big Amy 
KD* KAPPA * DELTA ■ KO 
LH" Amy Bel. 
This is me beginning of something special Gel 
excited lor JHOI >t' 
I love you bunches. 
Your B-gMariann 
KD" KAPPA DELTA ■ KO 
Ul' Janese Rosebrook 
Welcome to the family LI' one   Gel ready lor 
the parties and lun and a great year1 




Congratulalions to Stephanie Hamilton on being 
selected lor the cast of Joseph and the Amaz- 
ing Technicolor Oreamcoel' 
Vour Sisters' 
 KO'KO'KO'KO'KQ-KO  
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD'KD'KD 
I LOVE MY GRANDLITTLE ERIN' 
GB CHRIS 
KO ' KD ' KO ' KO ' KD ' KD ' KD 
KO'KD'KO'KD'KD "KD'KD 
The Sisters  of Kappa Delta are proud and 
pleased to have such an awesome pledge class 
this yea'   Our littles rule"" 
KO ' KD ' KD ' KD ■ KO ' KD ' KO 
KD ' LORI KASERMAN ' KD 
You're an awesome little' Welcome to the fami- 
ly Get psycheo lor a great year' 
Love- 
Big Mary 
KD - Lori Benmnghoff - KD 
The "pieces fma»y came together " We vrtl be 
friends forever I think you are realty great' 
Your Big Loves You 
Theresa 
KD Kay-Dee KO 
L>r Melissa Schnieder 
You are an awesome little 





I'm so excited to have you as my little & I know 
we'll be an awesome Big-n-LH team 
KD love A mine. 
Your Big. Jennifer 
 KOKDKDKD  
KD KD KD Kappa Delia KD KD KD 
Lil' Kim Moore 
I'm so excited that you are my little1 Wei have 
so much lun - like we did the weekend oi the 
date parties' 
I love my Mtie' 
Big Gretcnen 
KD KD KO MICHELLE KD KD KD 
I'm so happy that you're part of my KO family1 
Get psyched' We are going to have an awe- 
some year Keepsmibng' 
KDIove. 
QlM 
KO KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KO  
KDKOKDKDKDKD 
Little Antssa. 
I'm so excited that you are part ol the best (ami- 






I'm so proud thai you're my III1 Welcome to our 
awesome family Get psyched lor tons ol fun & 





Welcome lo the Family1 
We are going lo have a great year1 
Love. 
BgHotty 
 KOKDKDKDKOKD  
KDKDKDKDKDKD 
Ul Michelle Yergm 
I am really excited you are my little 
I love my little 
KDIove Big Donna 
KDKDKDKDKDKD 
Lil Lauren. 











KO KD KD KD KD KD KO 
Little Tammy. 
I am very excited fo have you as my little11 hope 
you enfoyed big-little week because the lun has 
rust begun We are going to make an awesome 
pair' 




Welcome to the family  Ofl you guess it was 




KO KO KO KO KO KD KD 
bl Meesa. 
Welcome lo the family" Look forward to a great 
year' 
Love. Big Elyse 
KDLII' SueKappKD 
We are gomg to be awesome together1 Con- 
gratulations on Pledge Class President 
Love Your Big. 
N-cole Ortlepp 
KDKDKOKDKDKDKD 
KKG ' ALPHA SIG ' KKG - ALPHA SIG 
THANKS FOR BEING SUCH AN AWESOME 
OLYMPIAD TEAM' SORRY THIS IS SO LATE' 
BUT CONGRATS ON THIRD PLACE 
LOVE.YOURCOACHES 
MARY ft LESLIE  
KKQ ' KKG ' KKG ' KKQ * KKQ 
Last week 
Sister of the Week 
Amy Schermer 
Officer of the Week 
Robbw K*us 
This week 
Sister of the Week 
G-nger Bowerman 
Officer of the Week 
Tncia Hanson 
KKQ ' KKQ - KKQ ' KKQ * KKQ 
KKQ "TRICIA WILT" KKQ 
Gel psyched for this weekend' I cant wait lo 
can you my ACTIVE UTTLE   SISTER" I miss 
you' 
Your Big. Jarvy 
KKQ "KKQ "KKQ "KKQ 
LIKE TO THRIFT SHOP'' 
Save money on odds & ends & antiques 
Visit Antique Emporium 
Open Tues   Sat . 12pm-4 30pm 
3232 W Sytvama Ave   Toledo 
474-5145 
PEACE COAUTION 
ComrTMted to non-violence 
Tuesdays. 9 00pm 
Progressive Student Organization is upset 
about Pokce harassment m Bowling Green YOU 
HAVE A VOICE! Get active get involved 
g Unite against this invasion of our rights Jom 
us lor lhis years firsf'FUNK THE POLICE 
PARTY" Take care of one another Freemusic 
by Merry Can Men. Tyeharnba Drum Ensemble 
and featuring FLASH VOUR BUDDHA Friday. 
September 27th. 6 30-9 30pm. Student Ser- 
vices BuOding Voter registration will be avails 
Me WRITE IT DOWN' TAKE CARE OF ONE 
ANOTHER. 
Little Erin M. 
You are a very awesome fettle and your grand 
big and I are excited to have you as an addition 
to our wonderful family I hope that you are as 
excited as us' Have a great weekend and study 
SUPER hard 
KD love & mine. 
Big Vikki 
KAPPA DELTA" 
PHI MU ' PI KAPS ' PHI MU 
Our   spirit was OUTSTANDING at the TRIKE 
RACES ■ Let's keep it up lor our cookout with 
the PI Keps this Thursday' 
"PHI Mil * PHI MU' 
Sigma Chi Tryka Race Teem 
Congratulations on your win' 
Our Last minute team showed us why 
we aN wanted to coech Sigma Chi" 
Love Your A XID coaches. 
Erin. Dena. Julie Amv 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester. year. 
graduate, summer. 
and internship programs m 
Perth. Towns vise. 
Sydney and Melbourne 
Programs start at $3520 
Call!-800-878 3696 
Technical Writing Major 
Jr or Sr technical writing 
Needed to help Sr VCT Ma|or with small bro- 
chure Call Steve at 353-2010 
The Slaters ol Gamma Phi would like to con- 
gratulate Kris Braucher on elected Secretary of 
APICSII Love Your Sisters  
ThelaChi ' DG ' ThetaChi ■ DG 
The Brothers of Theta Chi congratulate Marc 
Watcke on his recent lavahermg to Delta Ga- 
mma Keiy Parkins 
ThetaChi ■ OG ' ThetaChi ' DG 
ThetaChi ' ThelaChi ' ThetaChi 
The Brothers of Theta Chi congratulate Ryan 
Seman on his recent lavahermg lo Stephanie 
Reed ol Cincinnati 
ThetaChi' ThelaChi * ThetaChi 
Theta Chi" Theta Chi" Theta Chi 
Brother of the Week 
Marc Watcke 
Cabmel Members of the Week 
Chris Weslover 
Kim Kyle 
Athlete of the Week 
Kevin Telepo 
Theta Chi' Theta Chi * Theta Chi 
WANT TO KNOW THE SCOOP? 
Work for the paper 
fhat brings it to you 
Volunteer reporters needed at 
THE BQ NEWS 
Meetings 8 pm Sundays 
210 West Hall 
Or call Lynn 372 6966 
WANTED 
ASAP One non-smoking female needed to sub- 
lease 2 bedroom apt close to campus AW uni- 
ties paid except electric CaH 354 7074 
MacPlus 4 or Image Writer You know you 
want lo sell yours 4 gel a Classic instead Sen 
me your Plus Call Maureen at 372-2760 
Roommates wanted Male Non-smoker Own 
room $150 mo plus utilities CaH Lance 
6553084  
WANTED Tutor for ARTO 21 1 Graphic Design 
and 2-D Foundations Need help learning the 
basics i e shading & drawing things to scale 
Would like to meet twice a week for 1 hr Can 
Amy at 372-4732 
HELP WANTED 
Call 354-7298 evenings 
I M May  Rent $165 
ATTENTION1 READERS NEEDED' $35,000 
YEAR INCOME POTENTIAL' HtAOlNU 
BOOKS AND TV ACRIPTS CALL 
1-601-386-B242EXT B2593 24 HRS 
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT IN- 
TERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student as 
Judge's legal researcher and courtroom bailiff 
No pay. but exceeent experience tor person ■> 
terested m criminal justice or legal career Posi- 
tion to start immediately Preferred hours Wed. 
Thur. Fn mornings (8 00 am 1 2 00 noon) For 
application form, call Mary Cowell at 
352-5263. 8 30 am to 4 30 p m 
Cash Problems'' 
Earn big money now' Direct ma* reps neede d 
immediately' NO special skills required A great 
opportunity' For free details send a tong 
S A S E to American Merchandising Co . 
3766 Fishcreek Rd Suite 302-D. Akron. OH 
44224 5408 
Cleaning Girl- thorough experienced, cons- 
cientious,   with   references   CaH   after   5   pm 
35307?!        
EARN UP TO $500 PER WEEK taking snap 
shots Free details' Send a S A S E to Robert 
Ferguson 215MoselleSt Buffalo. NY 14211 
EASY WORK1 EXCELLENT PAY' ASSEMBLE 
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL TOLL FREE 
1 800 467 8585 EXT 5972  
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
to students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break Packages 
Goodpaystun CallCMI 1 800 423-5264 
FREE TRAVEL CASH. AND EXCELLENT 
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE" Openings available 
lor individuals or student organizations to pro- 
mote the country's most successful SPRING 
BREAK tours CaH Inter-Campus Programs 
1-800327 6013 
MISC LABORERS NEEDED 
S5/HR 
CALL MIKE (216)341 3121 
WORK PART TIME 
EARN FULL TIME PAY 
YOUR OWN SCHEDULE 
Retailing state of the art diet and sports nutri- 
tion, skin care, and hair fitness products  Call 
1 800-288 2804    Leave   name and   number 
and time lo call for more information 
FOR SALE 
75 Ford Econo 100 Van Rebuilt 6 cylinder 
engine 70K m*es Runs excellent Body solid 
Good gar, mileage 354 S392   $600 o b o 
85 Nissan Pulsar. 36 mpg. fust painted, very 
sharp $3750 84 Chevette. new tires, muf- 
fler. S750 Stereo Cabn $35 Couch $35 
Rowing Machine $40 352-5936 
1/3 ct oval diamond soktaire engagement ring. 
Have papers Worn 4 months $750 Call 
354 6581  
1981 HONDA CIVIC EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION CALL 353-7068 
1982 Honda CIVIC and an IBM printer Please 
call 352-6582 after 6 pm 
1985 VW Jetti. smoke gray w/red pinstripe. 
sunroof, velour Interior, A/C, PS. PB. 
P.LOCKS, P. Mirrors, P. Windows, AMIFM 
stereo cassette. Good condition. S28BS. Call 
Krietl at 372-440*.  
For Sale Double tofts • $60 CaH Carri at 
354-5491 
For Sale Atari 520st SI2K internal 3 5" disk. 
extra 3 6" drive. NLO Panasonic printer. Color 
monitor lots ol application software $500 
OBO Greal lor Word Processing'372-6303 
MacSE imeg Ram 20 meg HD. imagewriier 
llandacces To make en offer cal 354-5602 
Mobile Home 2 bedroom. A/C. porch with 
awnmg Appliances and curtains stay Walking 
distance to B G S U Low monthfy biHs $5400 
or best offer Call 354-8134 
90 Mustang GT. 5 0 Red Low mileage 
372 7470 or 362-5710 
FOR RENT 
Apartments Available 
" 2 bedroom unlurnished 
" 2 bedroom furnished 
Call John Newfove Real Estate 
354-2260 or stop by 
319 E Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
or^eTrTTT^TrtTo   Si'f our, m Giiid student 
Quiet    location      Non    smoker      Call    Tom 
352 3329  
Freshly painted 3 bdrm apt Close to campus 
Cal 1 -433-44 74 collect alter 5 pm 
House close lo campus available now Call 
3525822  
Needed: 2 people to subleese Spring semes- 
ter. Call Derrick or Eric at 354-8474 for de- 
tails.  
Nice one bedroom apt for sublease Next to 
Easystreef CaH 352 5820  
Sublease Roomy 1 bedroom apartment near 
campus to sublease immediately1 Call after 
7 00 pm 855-2977 
The BG News - Classified Information Mail-in Form 
DEADLINE: 
RATES: 
Two days prior to publication. 4pm 
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays) 
per ad are 75' per line   $2 25 minimum 
60* extra per ad for bold face 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
1" or 2* ads 
1    (8 ime maximum)       $6 50 per insertion 
2" (18 hne maximum)    $12 95 per insertion 
PREPAYMENT: 
NOTICE: 
•s required lor all non university related businesses and individuals e, 
The BG News wil not be responsible for error due lo illegibility or incomplete information Please come to 214 
West Hall immediately if there is an error m your ad   The BG News wil not be responsible for typographical 
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News 
The decision on whether lo release this information shall be made by the management ol The BG News The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (print) 
ADDRESS    _ 
PHONE   # 
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear. 
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type. 
Classification m which you *»h youf ad to appear      Campos t City Events'       Wanted  Lost and Found 
 He* Wanted  Bides  Fo» Sale 
 Services Offered  For Rent        Personals 
' First day. S1 00 service cnerge only ■- limit 35 words for a non-profit event or meeting  Subeequent days are charged at regular 
CBMSIfied rates 
Dates to appear 
Total number of days to appear 
Mali lo: (On or Off-Campus Mall) 
The BO News 
214 West Had 
BGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(checks payable to TTie BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
in 
Rll Vou Con €ot 
m CHICKEN and RIBS 54.75 
Hours: 
Sunday  






Located in the University Union 
Quanlum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students 
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders 
Falman by John Boissy 
